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Pursuant to the 2012 EITI report2, the extractive sector of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) in 
2012 represented 99% of the total Congolese exports, 64% of the government budget, 24% of the 
formal employment and 13% of the GDP. This sector is therefore particularly promising and 
beneficial to the DRC. However, one can expect the underlying results to decrease the following 
years because of the mining sector crisis and, in particular, the decrease by some 25-30% of the 
copper and gold prices since 2013.

At the beginning of 2013, the DRC government initiated a revision of the Mining Code essentially in 
view of optimizing the State income by means of a strong increase of the fiscal and parafiscal levies. 
Further, it extended the system of various authorizations to obtain to exercise certain activities. The 
mining sector, through the Chamber of Mines, an article of which is featured elsewhere in this 
magazine, made several representations and submitted numerous studies as a tentative to mitigate 
the adverse effects that the envisioned revision could cause.

A new pre-draft was introduced several weeks ago before the Congolese National Assembly. This 
pre-draft grants very few concessions to the demands of the mining sector, whereas it contains 
certain new restrictions such as limitations to use foreign contractors, which might complicate the 
work of mining operators that create jobs and pay taxes. The appalling result is that one would shift 
from a liberal and incentivizing system to a dissuasive and more controlled regime.

In addition to the very clear cases in tax matters referred to in the Chamber of Mines article featured 
in this magazine, the perverse effects of a modification as it is proposed will not fail to reduce the 
contributions of the extractive sector to the Congolese economy. A few examples:

- State shareholding: currently, 5% of the share capital of the mining operator must be transferred 
for free to the State. The proposed modification raises this compulsory transfer to 10% with a
5% addition  upon each exploitation permit renewal. Such takes are similar to expropriation and 
obviously affect the rate of return of mining projects. Why not take inspiration from Botswana, a 
mining country that proved stable and attractive for decades, where, in the few cases in which 
the State takes a stake, the State actually pays for such stake!

- Employment: the foreseeable disinvestment will entail a decrease of the existing jobs, but in 
addition, the absence of new investments will cause the loss of new jobs creation. The negative 
impact could amount to the loss of several dozens of thousands of jobs, as happened in Zambia 
since January 2015 (see below).
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The information mentioned in this article is up to date as at May 8, 2015. This article is a follow-up of the 
article on "The incentives of the DRC mining sector being revised" ("Le régime incitatif du secteur minier de 
la RDC en voie de révision") published in this magazine, No. 2, 2013.

2 The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (www.eiti.org) aims at promoting an open and responsible 
management of natural resources. It gathers representatives of governments, companies and of the civil 
society who are interested in the operations of the extractive industry or in their impact in a given country. 
It publishes annual reports on the correspondence between payments made by extractive companies and 
the revenue collected by governments of applicant or compliant countries while explaining possible 
differences. The annual report also contains explanatory notes on the extractive sector.



- Extension of Mining Code incentives to contractors and suppliers of the mining operator ("sub-
contractors)"): the envisioned amendment imposes that, in order to benefit from the entire 
fiscal, customs and non-fiscal tax system of the Mining Code, a sub-contractor must be a 
Congolese company approved in advance by the Minister of Mines. However, without the very 
important contribution in technology and expertise from foreign sub-contractors, the 
remarkable expansion of the Congolese mining sector would never have taken place. Yet, the 
exacerbated nationalism that resurfaces exposes the Congolese mining industry to be deprived 
from high technology and expertise available outside the country.

- Deduction of interest: the interest paid abroad to affiliated companies would only be deductible 
for the "share of 'such amounts' that does not exceed half the paid in share capital". This 
somewhat obscure wording entails that beyond a debt/paid-in capital ratio of 0.5 such interest is 
not deductible. How can such a ratio (acceptable, e.g., for a hairdressing business) justify for a 
very capital intensive sector, not to mention in a country where bank credit is quasi non existing 
and where investors are forced to resort to advances from affiliated companies such as parent 
companies?

- Stability guarantee of fiscal, customs and currency exchange system that would shift from ten to 
five years: how to attract investors in a heavy industrial sector which such a short foreseeability 
horizon?

One can understand the government's wish to maximize fiscal and parafiscal collections, but there 
are limits. Moreover, the coming to maturity of mining projects implies that it is only very recently 
that mining companies, just out of their accelerated depreciation phases, have started to pay 
significant taxes. Therefore, this is not the right time to deprive mining investors from the benefits 
that they are beginning to reap, or - by discouraging operators - to deprive the Congolese Treasury, 
the workers and the local communities from the positive benefits from such projects.

Let us avoid the classical pitfall of an unreasonable and mindless raise of the State take, such as the 
one in which the Zambia government fell, which in January 2015 raised the mining royalty from 6% 
to 20% (open pit mines) and from 6% to 8% (underground mines), and raised various other tax rates. 
The result was that most large mining operators closed or suspended their projects overnight and 
laid off approximately 12,000 miners. The Zambia government recently pulled back, however, and 
reduced its appetite to set the mining royalty at 9%, effective July 1. Nevertheless, the investors' 
trust has shattered and it will take a long time before it recovers.

The Congolese Mining Code revision admittedly contains acceptable proposals. However, in the 
event the numerous non acceptable proposals are not withdrawn, this revision, unless it is more 
reasonable and mindful, is at risk to cause the perdition of the Congolese mining industry.

Currently, the government and the mining industrialists have engaged in new discussions on the 
draft revision of the Mining Code. Hence, the time is now for appeasement.


